**VP Paula Rooney Appointed President of Dean College**

By Larry Ganti

News Editor

Dr. Paula Rooney, President? Many members of the Babson community know Dr. Rooney as the General. The mother of Student Affairs, Babson's Guardian, Vice President of Student Affairs, and most commonly as Paula. She has dedicated close to eleven years of her life to improving Babson College, and as a result, Dr. Rooney has "made student activities what it is today." After eleven honorable years, she has chosen to move on. On April 7th, she accepted an offer to become the President of Dean College. According to Gordon McCay, chairman of Dean College's Board of Trustees, Dr. Rooney will begin her term beginning July 1st, 1995.

Dean College is considered one of the leading, private, co-educational, two-year colleges in New England. Up to date, Dean College enrolls 900 full-time students and 1360 part-time students.

"Dr. Rooney leaves Babson College with 21 years of higher education experience." --

The college awards associate degrees to students, of which 80 percent transfer into a four-year college. Dean College is significantly smaller than Babson, although Jane McSweeney, of Student Activities, feels that, "Dean College will be a new challenge for her. It is a completely new setting for her and I wish her the best of luck!"

Dr. Rooney leaves Babson College with 21 years of higher education experience. As the Vice President of Student Affairs, she supervises over athletics, career services, undergraduate academic aid, and areas within the Dean of students office. Her absence is expected to make a huge impact on the campus. According to Jay Cloister, Student Government's Vice President of Communications, "the move is a great opportunity for her. At Babson she has been know to always get things done. I am just worried. Who is going to fill her shoes... those big shoes!"

Cloister is not the only member of the Babson community who has expressed concern. Students, administrators, and other members of the community feel that Dr. Rooney's absence will be greatly missed. As one student expressed, "Paula gets a lot of grief for what she does. Most students don't realize that she is actually doing them a favor. She is really in touch with the Babson Students." Dr. Paula Rooney goes to Dean College with a new life and a new vision. "It is an honor for me to be given the opportunity to lead Dean College into the 21st century," commented Dr. Rooney at a reception held in her honor at Dean College. With husband P.

---

**Seniors Raise $15,500; Senior Week gets Cheap!!**

By Catherine Mayotte

Staff Writer

Last Friday, one of the most successful senior auctions took place at Knight Auditorium. Over 120 items were auctioned off, netting $15,000 for the class of 1995 to put towards senior week. This will bring the overall cost of senior week to $80 per student, or an additional $20 to those who have paid the deposit fee. Members of the Class of '95 steering committee and the senior auction committee have attributed the night's success, which brought the price of senior week $40 below 1994's, to several factors. Most influential was the sheer generosity of those who donated. Mike Healy, Class of 1995's VP Finance, said, "the auction's success will enable us to make senior week less frugal, and more enjoyable for everyone involved."

One senior's parents donated an entire week at their house in Maine for thirty people. This item was estimated to have a value of $2,200, yet sold for $3,600. The traditional giveaway featuring dinner at President Glavins house for eight people, were sold for $700.

Some items included in the auction did not sell for as much as their donating had estimated. The double date with Jason Jones and Brad Rozanski, without shirt--Continued on page 2

"Shitbox" Spiritmobile goes for $250!

---

**Weld to Speak at Commencement**

By Ross Sanger

Staff Writer

On Saturday, May 13, at 10:00 a.m. the Governor of Massachusetts, William F. Weld will address the graduating class of 1995 at the 76th undergraduate ceremony. This individual is well recognized for his position as Governor of Massachusetts, but has led an exciting career and family life that seniors are going to attempt to duplicate. After graduating from Harvard College in 1966 and Harvard Law School in 1976, Weld served as a law clerk with the state's Supreme Judicial Court. From there he proceeded to further his career by working for 10 years as a partner with the Hill & Barlow law firm. After experiencing great success at this position, he was named the U.S. Attorney for Massachusetts by Ronald Reagan. This experience revealed no change in pattern, since during the 5 year term at U.S. Attorney for Massachusetts, Weld's office convicted 109 of the 111 corruption cases heard. In response to this statistic, Reagan brought Weld to Washington to appoint him Assistant Attorney General, a position that put him in charge of the Criminal Division of the United States Justice Department. Following his resignation after two years of service, Weld returned to Massachusetts to become a law firm partner, this time with Hale & Dorr. This was his final role until --Weld's office convicted 109 of the 111 corruption cases heard."

his victory in the campaign for Massachusetts Governor. He has retained this office for a second term due to reelection just last year. The word commencement means both the beginning and a graduation ceremony. For the seniors and graduate students, commencement is a special day, that true to its definition, will be both the location to receive diplomas and the start of a new stage in life. It's a bold step for the graduates, but Babson College has recruited a well respected individual to offer valuable advice and reassurance.

Weld will be speaking on the upper fields during the ceremony. While many graduates consider classes to be ended by commencement, one of the most useful classes will be held at commencement.

---
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Prize Recipients Determined

By Sarah Dyer
Contributing Writer

Congratulations, we are pleased to announce that your business plan has been selected as one of the finalists for the Philip Charm Prize. These are the words that every EPS major dreams of receiving in the mail every March. To simply select a winner is an honor that recognizes many hours of hard work and dedication which are poured into creating a comprehensive business plan.

The Philip Charm Prize was established eleven years ago by Leslie Charm (B '64) in memory of his father Philip Charm. His purpose in giving the award was to stimulate the entrepreneurial spirit and recognize and reward entrepreneurial initiatives in the undergraduate students at Babson College.

Founder's Day Benefits Everyone

By Ross Sanger
Staff Writer

In addition to the Philip Charm Prize and Douglass Award, two other distinguished awards were presented last Thursday: The Student Business Initiative Award and The Beaver Bowl Championship. The Student Business Initiative Award, presented by the Babson Alumni Association, is granted to the year's most industrious student business owner. The decision is based on initiative, character, originality, persistence, and success in running one's own venture. The award is a $1,000 cash prize and a lifetime invitation to the Founder's Day ceremony. Competitors include C-1TV, whose video billboards decorate the Tilman walkway ramp. Classic Cleaners, a dry cleaning and laundry business that delivers right to your door. Names Sake, a personalized children's book business, and College Connections, a unique on-campus advertising service. The winner, after careful consideration, was College Connections, whose owner Vanessa Reinke was considered to possess the best balance of character and initiative.

The final presentation was to the award of the Beaver Bowl to individuals whose identities were determined in the previous night's festivities. Both groups are required to roll down a hill a cow in a manner that causes them to roll down a hill. The tradition began during the first year the team "Last Minute Cow" rolled down a hill. The second cow, of which the team was victorious, was rolled down a hill by naming a Babson Academy of Distinguished Entrepreneurs. The winner was a cow with a name and pictured on its side. The team "Last Minute Cow" rolled down a hill in a manner that caused them to roll down a hill. The second cow, of which the team was victorious, was rolled down a hill by naming a Babson Academy of Distinguished Entrepreneurs. The winner was a cow with a name and pictured on its side. The team "Last Minute Cow" rolled down a hill in a manner that caused them to roll down a hill. The second cow, of which the team was victorious, was rolled down a hill by naming a Babson Academy of Distinguished Entrepreneurs.

Evolution Entertainment

The producers of

239 BEAVER ST

Are looking for talented Writers, Actors and anyone else interested in being a part of Babson's first and only cable program.

Interested parties should contact the Talent Coordinator, G. Tiernan at x4654
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**Announcements**

Friday, April 21, 1995

"Show Your Unity"

Everyone is asked to wear blue jeans and a white shirt (T-shirts okay) to show solidarity and promote unity among the different cultures on campus.

**One Card**

Do not forget to get your Babson One Card in Trim Dining Hall on April 25, 26, or 27. Free T-shirts, food, and raffle opportunities will make this an event that you really do not want to miss. The card will offer immediate access to inexpensive long-distance operation, and forthcoming functions that will make it an indispensable tool in the future.

**Spring program from 6-8 PM in Knight Auditorium. Rhythm and Motion is the theme of the event and will feature a surprise appearance by the Faculty Dance Ensemble.**

**Debate**

The Campus Activities Board will be featuring a debate between Les Aspin, former Secretary of Defense, and Ken Adelman, editor of the "Washingtonian" magazine. The topic of discussion will be, "What should the United States' foreign policy be now that the cold war has ended?" The debate should be interesting to watch, so students are welcome to attend.

The location has been set in Stuken-Gymnasium at 8:00 p.m. on Tuesday, April 18, 1995.

**Free Press Focus Group**

*Give your input! Do you want to see a change? Do you have ideas on what the paper should be? Stop your birthing and come to the Free Press Focus Group. Wednesday, April 19th at 7:00 PM in the Van Winkle main lounge. This Focus Group will be moderated by the members of the new board.*

**Free Press Positions**

Interested in making a change? Join the Free Press staff and make a difference. All positions are paid. Come and show that you care. Writers, photographers, advertising reps., and editors. Call 219-4229 for more information.

---

**Babo Blotter**

April 4, 1995

An officer was dispatched to investigate a reported obscene phone call. The caller arrived at the Webster center extension from where the call originated to find no suspicious individuals.

April 5, 1995

An officer was asked to investigate an apparent case of vandalism involving the Freshman Management Experience office wall located in the Forest Annex. The wall had been attacked with a blue brush or foot according to the officer, though no forced entry of the office could be established.

A second unrelated incident was reported when a student complained that his gray Motorola flip style cellular phone, with an estimated value of $300, had been stolen from his jacket. The jacket had been left in the gym, when the owner had left to make a phone call.

April 6, 1995

After conducting a patrol of the Park Manor area, an officer returned to his cruiser to find a 1 inch wide and 4 inch long hole in his cruiser's back window. The cracked glass was believed to be caused by Frisbee players who were playing in a nearby area at the time. The vehicle has been taken out of service until repairs can be performed.

April 7, 1995

An individual entering the Public Safety building claimed that his BayBank ATM card was stolen from the ATM machine in Trim dining hall. The theft was reported to BayBank.

April 8, 1995

A student was stopped for questioning by a Public Safety official to determine the contents of a blue bag he had in his possession. The bag was then found to contain six natural light beers which were reported to be in transit to a friend. The student was undergraduate, but did not have any indications of alcohol consumption resulting in his release after his identity was established.

During a routine patrol, an unrelated incident, an officer was witness to a window of the Park Manor Central dormitory being broken. The students exiting the dorm at this time were questioned, and one admitted to being responsible for the damage. He had been attempting to use his shoulder to open the door and had broken the window in the process.

April 9, 1995

In the process of patrolling, an officer was approached with a complaint that her car had been broken into. The officer followed the victim to her car which was parked in the Upper Coleman lot. Damages included the lock of the driver's side being pulled out, dashboard housing, and a missing Sony CD player for her car stereo with a value of $100. The car was a Gray Honda Accord.
Aspin and Adelman To Put On Gloves

By Walter Zennrock
Contributing Writer

Politics, the military, and international affairs; does it sound like a new Tom Clancy novel? It sure does...but this is not fiction, and it is coming to the Babson campus.

On Tuesday, April 18, 1995, former Secretary of Defense Les Aspin will be at Babson to debate Ken Adelman, national editor of "Washingtonian" magazine, on a subject that culminates all of these foreign policy after the cold war. What should the United States' policy be now that the cold war is over? How will other countries react to this? These questions and many more will be answered, and new insights into this contemporary issue will be offered.

Aspin was appointed Secretary of Defense in 1993 and became chairman of President Clinton's Foreign Intelligence Advisory Board in 1994. He is also a Distinguished Professor of International Policy at Marquette University, and has been involved in such controversial topics as defense spending, women and gays in the military, and the Persian Gulf crisis. Part of his job as Secretary of Defense was examining the military requirements of our nation. Through this study, Aspin was credited with eliminating $10 billion in spending over five years.

Ken Adelman is currently the national editor of "Washingtonian" magazine. Previously, he held the position of the Deputy Ambassador of the United Nations. This position was sacrificed after President Reagan extended a nomination to him to become the Director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, an opportunity he accepted. Adelman then became involved in the Reagan-Gorbachev summit, including the signing of the INF Treaty, due to his role as Reagan's principal advisor.

From 1976-1977, Adelman was also an assistant to the United States' Secretary of the U.S. One might believe that a person with such type of history would be involved in politics only. On the contrary, Adelman has further interests including being a professor of Shakespeare at Georgetown and Security Studies at Johns Hopkins. The backgrounds and diverse interests of the two debaters assure that this event is not only educational, but also quite interesting. The event will be held in Steacie Gymnasium at 8:00 p.m.

Senior Auction

-- Continued from page 1

and pants, had a reported value of over $20,000, yet only resulted in a $120 offer. Other donations had an added value since they presented an opportunity to thank professors. One of the items in highest demand, due to the strong representation of accounting majors, was a dinner for 6 people with Professor Robert Turner donated by himself. Equally desired was dinner with Professor Alvarez at the Medieval Manor. This offer was bundled with a picture of that person pouring beer on the professor, adding to the already high bidding which reached its apex at $100.

Another item of interest was the infamous Babo Mobile which was auctioned off for $200. The Free Press will be using this relic to deliver the papers each week. Also, be on the lookout for forty happy students who will be parading with a leg in Pietz 31, complete with a white water rafting expedition on one of the mainstream's watered.

Another factor that contributed to the success of the evening was that students, parents, faculty, alumnae, and the Wellesley community were all willing to come together to support the Class of '95. The turnout was considered spectacular based on past attendance. Part of this success can be attributed to an alumnae reception scheduled for later in the evening and the many people who had come for Family Weekend. Alumni Jay Fleming, who is a professional auctioneer, helped to make the night run smoothly.

-- "The double date without shirt and pants, had a reported value of over $20,000."--

Rhythm and Motion

By Adrian McCoy
Contributing Writer

On April 20th through April 21st from 6:00 PM in Knight Auditorium, the Babson Dance Ensemble will proudly present "Rhythm and Motion." This semester's dancers are anticipating success, due to the hard work they have put into bringing the Babson community a Spring show that will knock its socks off. The ultimate goal is to improve upon last Spring's show which was considered a triumph.

The plan is to keep the audience mesmerized through the use of stunning choreography applied to popular musical tunes. Some of the songs they will be dancing to include, Smooth Criminal, Careful, It's Raining Men, Hi-De-Ho, Hero, 100% Real Love, and You Will Know. Everyone is wondering what will Tall do next. I guess you'll just have to come to the show next week and find out.

The Babson Dance Ensemble reportedly has a surprise for the audience. A special appearance is expected by the Faculty Dance Ensemble on Thursday and Friday nights.

Stop By And Let Us Create A System For You!

We Specialize In Custom & Invisible Installations.

FACTORY AUTHORIZED FOR:
ads/ PreFacial Power QUANTUM Panasonic DENON DENON / ALPINE JVC / Sony //coXIC

Remote Alarms Starting as Low as $199 Installed Specials on AM/FM Cassette Decks with CD Changer

FREE Cellular Phones for Qualified Applicants!
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Japanimation Review- Area 88 Saga

By Josh Kimmelman
Staff Writer

Hark, boring cartoon viewers! The time has come to rise from your humdrum cartoon clichés, and dive deep into the world of Japanimation! The art of Japanese anime has progressed since the days of Astroboy and Giantan. What once was an import-only industry for American fans is now an ever-growing industry, expanding into video chains, cable stations and magazines. It doesn’t stop at Akira and Speed Racer, and it’s not all big-eyed heroes in giant robots. There are a gazillion types of anime films out there, from the children’s storybook tales like Crayola’s Fireballs, to the ultra-violent shock genre like Wicked City and yes, the popular Robotech series (which is now the bitchin’ Macross II series). In the land of Japanimation, there is something for everyone.

My personal favorite is the gripping Area 88, from U.S. Manga. The story starts with our hero (or anti-hero!), Shin Karama, who’s not having a very good day. Shin is in the Royal Mercenary Air Force of Area 88, an army made up of hired guns. We find out that Shin used to be a commercial pilot for Yamato Airlines (sound familiar? Star Blazer fans) with his friend Kanzaki, both of which were on the verge of a big promotion. Shin had a little better since he was engaged to the CEO’s daughter, Ryoko. Needless to say, Kanzaki is a bit jealous. Kanzaki has plans to take over the airline by some pretty sneaky tactics. On the eve of the big promotion, Kanzaki takes Shin out for a night on the town and gets him wasted. In a drunken stupor, Shin is tricked into signing a contract with the Air Force.

This is where the story comes into the present. Shin doesn’t believe in killing or any violence and is just an airline pilot. However, the only way out of his situation, Area 88, is by three years of service, desertion or earning $1.5 million. Motivated by his love for his fiancée, Shin is forced to fight against his will to make money so he can come home to his darling wife.

I was simply blown away by this anime. It has long installments, running about two and a half hours total. I watched the first part and I ran out the very next moment, when I was ready to see the next one. When I saw part two, I had to see part three. The story is complex, but moves along at a pace that you can understand, even though it’s in subtitles. The animation itself is a visual delight. I rewound all the action scenes, especially the scene in part two where Shin and his fellow pilot Miki have to maneuver around the Yamato plane. I must say, I was very shocked at the end. It’s something that was foreshadowed throughout the whole series but you’d never think it would happen. There is a moral to the story and the more you think about what Shin does in the end, the sweeter it gets.

I recommend this to anyone interested in trying something different for a change. Aside from the occasional annoyance of the subtitles and the cheesy soundtrack, this series is worth the price of admission, five times over. This gem has it all: action, suspense, romance, betrayal, violence, sex, espionage and a story that doesn’t let you go until the very end. Just make sure you have access to all three episodes because you will have to see parts two and three if you watch the first. Keep in mind that this ain’t no Warner Brothers cartoon. So go on down to your local video store and check out Japan’s answer to “The Little Mermaid.”

Country Focus: Ecuador

By Serena Kao
Features Editor

Ever wonder what attracts international students to Babson College? After living with a wonderful roommate from Guayaquil, Ecuador, for almost eight months, I’ve learned the answer to this and much more. Babson College is the number one business school, but when it comes down to the ultimate reason, the students from Ecuador all agree that it’s the overall life here that affected their decisions.

The opportunities here are overwhelming, as opposed to their native country. Meeting new people, developing friendships and having so much freedom is what they cherish the most here, until they graduate and return to their country to work for their parents. In Ecuador, the people tend to be more conservative than Americans and children are strictly disciplined by their parents. The tradition is that you must live with your parents until you get married, so it’s no wonder why they love to go wild when they’re here.

The students from Ecuador, as well as other international students, bring life and vigor to Babson. Being from a country where there’s no curfew and the drinking age is only 18, these students know how to party. They believe that Boston is one of the best places to enjoy the nightlife (despite the fact that the clubs close at 2 a.m.). In Ecuador, you always see the same faces at the same places but here, you see hundreds of colored faces from hundreds of different places.

Quito is the capital of Ecuador and many people from there, as well as all over Ecuador, love to party at Salitras. Besides partying at the clubs, Salitras is a beach famous for partying and catching some sun at the same time. When there’s no “botin” (in Salitras, they usually catch their fans in Miami, Florida).

With Babson’s rolling green hills and unpredictable weather, I was surprised that my roommates were able to adjust and love it so quickly. “Ella esta loca,” (very unexpected) and “no me habia enterado” (I didn’t know) were the common responses every morning, just like I’m going to miss seeing Masa wave with her. Even though she loves it here, she and most of the international students plan to move off campus. When they all agree that Babson does have its limitations and by living closer to Boston would mean living closer to M-80. Hasta luego, mis amigos!

The Return of the Invincibke Jesse Dart

Success doesn’t come to you... you go to it.

MBNA America — the nation’s second largest lender through bank credit cards, with over 12,000 people serving over 14 million customers is seeking candidates for its highly successful Management Development Program. Innovative, diverse, and designed to maximize the career potential of each participant, the program is an ideal entry into a leadership position with a dynamic and innovative financial institution.

Please attend our presentation and reception to learn more about MBNA’s, The Management Development Program and other career opportunities.

The Boston Marriott Copley Place 110 Huntington Ave, Boston MA
Monday, April 17, 1995 at 7 p.m.
Interviews will be held on April 19, 1995

To express interest, please call MBNA New England at 1-800-396-6262 and ask your career center for more information.

MBNA America is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. (US2) 1-800-396-6262

10 Washington Street
Cambridge, Mass 02140

30 West 40th Street
New York, NY 10018

HairCuts Ltd.
“LOVE THE DIFFERENCE”-

Newton’s Newest Salon Comes to Wellesley

535 Washington St.
Next to the Town Hall. Access from Parking lot

(617) 237-2399
Open Mon-Fri. 9-9 & Sat. 9-6, Open Sunday 12-5
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Dear Ryan Nohrenberg and Peter Jon Kelly,

Perhaps I should be thinking of a clever quip in response to your letter to the editor, but I oddly enough found myself empathizing with you two (even though I am betraying my gender by saying so). I may not be a proficient anesthete in the realm of judging a Babson woman's corpulence or beauty, but I do see a person's cerebral capacity to be an issue.

White nature's law is one of sporting and prying on the beautiful, there is also the ever-present hunger for intellectual challenge among humans. It is in that particular area where I and many other Babson females have been craving fulfillment. Just as you two complained of a Babson woman's inadequacies, I complain of a male's (and we're not talking about the length of one's copulatory organs either). On this campus, the search for a NON-JOCK, NON-ALCOHOLIC, WELL-READ, OPEN-MINDED man has been made impossible! This is due to Babson's stringent acceptance of only those ubiquitous, spineless, sex-starved, corporate clones in its narrow enclave. In addition, Babson men also have a penchant for rotundity and un-sightly demeanor.

It is for these aforementioned reasons that we, the majority of Babson females who seek more, would rather search for our pain in other places. We, like you, will not compromise and date a below par Babson significant other. Let's face it, in both genders there is an abundance of intellectually malnourished, social ignoramuses, and plain ugliness. Members of both genders possessing half a brain should sift through the human wasteland and find significant others who wholly please them. Babson may not be the land of opportunity, but the rest of the world is.

The male to female ratio is deceiving: Babson women may have the "pick of the crop," but the crop is rotten and molded. You two deem yourselves to be Babson's male "creme de la creme," but the rest of the males are just sour milk.

Natalie Vlahovic '98
(That ugly heavy molar chick with the black trenchcoat and shaved head.)

Letter to the Editor:

I am writing in response to Brian-Rolland Miller's "A Special Note," which appeared in the April 6th edition of the Babson Free Press. Miller was concerned that his unauthorized picture in the photo essay each week had offended/insulted some of your readers. Consequently, you have decided to publish his pictures in the photo essay for the past three weeks.

Let me tell you, Mr. Editor, if that is your real name, I am now offended/insulted. Each week, I look forward to reading the Babson Free Press, not because of the poorly written articles and not because of that cheap excuse for a Sports Editor, Mr. Brent Larson. Instead, my hands immediately turn to the photo essay section of the paper so that I can read about the sage views of one Mr. Brian-Rolland Miller. Seeing his picture along with a fictitious name and a fake quote is my only bright spot during an otherwise drab week.

As a consequence, Bill, I have decided to boycott the Babson Free Press. Yes, that's right; I will not read another Babson Free Press until Brian-Rolland Miller's picture is back in the photo essay section.

Derek Finkelstein
Class of 1995

Dear Bill,

I would like to share with the entire Babson Community a conversation that you and I recently had. Remember that conversation we had about the meaning of life? I know everybody at one time or another has brooded really and tried to find an answer to this deceiving theme, but ours was more focused on what the immediate future holds in store for us.

We figured that there are a total of 108 hours in a week. Right, off the bar, work will require a conservative 50 of these hours. This is not including the weekly commute which might gobble up another 5 hours. That is already one-third of our week swallowed up by work.

Yes, work is necessary for many reasons: too much idle time leads to a destructive mind and we all need to feel like we are accomplishing something. However, we are already down to 115 hours in a week. The need for sleep cannot be avoided. We decided on seven hours of shut-eye per day which, rounded off, takes another 50 hours. A man's gotta eat and in order to eat, a man's gotta go shopping and cook. Count on two or three meals a day or fourteen to twenty-one per week, and we're talking about at least another 15 hours. Suddenly, we find 48 hours left in the week.

Of course, there exists that hour of preparation time each morning of the work week and another hour per day to keep up on the current events and go through the piles of mail and pay the bills.

Another 10 hours lost.

In case you lost track, we are basically allowed 38 hours per week to use as we choose. This doesn't nearly fulfill the time needed for family, friends, and self.

The three most important things in life are only allotted meedly 38 hours a week, and more often than not, this time is not spent the way we want to spend it.

I know we didn't exactly decide the meaning of life that night, but we did realize now important it is to budget some "free time." If "free time" is not budgeted, then it will be lost and never

The next, and year's final issue, of The Babson Free Press will be available in two weeks, on April 27th. Please be kind, and reword.
Dear Editor:

Mr. Editor, just who the hell do you think you are? Let me tell you, sir, that I was greatly offended by your editorial last week. Jam Master Jay had nothing to do with the writing of any of Run DMG’s “Hip-hop you don’t stop” lyrics which made the band so popular during the early to mid 1990s. I mean, c’mon, he was a tool. If the truth be told, I wrote everything. Not Ron, not Jam Master Jay, but me, Daryl Mac. I wrote it all.

Here’s evidence:

- To the left y’all, to the left y’all, because I rock upon the mikes all night y’all.
- To the right y’all, to the right y’all, because I rock upon the mikes all night y’all.

Thank you for allowing me to clear up this minor confusion.

Peace.

DMC
Babson Class of 1973

Letter to the Editor

In a recent poll, 100 Babson students were asked: "Were you offended or humored by our April Fool's edition of The Free Press?"
Deep Thoughts

I HOPE life isn't a big joke,
because I don't get it.
What did you do on Founder's Day?

Christi Okun '97
Jacques Goupil '98
"We looked up!"

Campus Cookies
"We were baked and fried."

Nick Dimopoulos '96
"I got tucked in by a bunch of Kappas!"

Gregg Taakea '95
"I worked the set-up, ate the food, broke it down, and drank the booze!"

Ben Cook '97
Phil McKracken B 2000
"We threw Patrick O'Day off of the TKE Tower!"

Mitch Cohen '96
"Attended the ceremonies and learned."

Gena Baez '98
"I gave a tour."

Jim Mazzola, Michelle Scott, Leah Morris, Andy Greer, MBA '95 & '96
"We trained for the Marathon."
**FEATURES**

**Weekly World News**

Tomasso Hall

Holy Omelet Batman! Guess what they’ve found on the Moon now? If you said eggs, you’re right. Three eggs to be exact. Great big 3 ft. long by 2 ft. wide, white eggs with dark blotsches on them. I mean, there might have been little moon people in them or moon tarts or something. My big beef here is, why the big secret? These things were photographed way back on Dec. 28, 1972. That’s a long time ago, folks. The dean and friends could have been on the moon in those days and probably wouldn’t have known the difference but regardless, the public should have been aware of the discovery.

This whole space program drives me b a r n y a r d anyway. They go to the Moon in ’69 and all they’ve done is fly around the Earth a couple of hundred times since. If you get in your car, you don’t drive around the block 400 times, you go somewhere. So they listened to groovy wake-up music and went to the bathroom in outer space, big deal. They should have seen me in my VW beetle with the empty quart bottle that I used to carry around with me. Now that took talent. I remember one time on the Mass. Pike and man, did I have to go! Ahh! I might be pushing my luck a bit when I say this, but I ended up with a clean windshield.

Anyway, what the hell were we ever talking about? Oh yeah, the Moon eggs. I tend to ramble on a bit at times...Well, the big questions here are, if they didn’t hatch, where are they and if they did, what came out of them? According to a top secret NASA source, who requested anonymity, the eggs were only seen by a handful of people in the space agency and were only photographed a half dozen times. This source came forth with the photograph of the eggs because of the urging of the national government studying the existence ofspace aliens. Alice also would not disclose how she got her hands on the photo. “I saw the eggs when they were first taken off the space capsule. I know that there were at least 3 of them and if they did hatch they’d be so big, I think then the public has a right to know,” he stated.

It really makes me wonder how the government holds stuff from us for our own good. I mean, I’m really going to go into a panic because there’s still big delicious-looking things bouncing around on the Moon laying spotted eggs. Anyways, if I had to take an educated guess as to what’s in the eggs, I’d probably have to say, ducks. Yup, great big moon ducks.

---

By Skip
Dean of Detergents

**CLASSIFIEDS**

EUROPE $169/week
CARIBBEAN/MEXICO $189/week

If you can beat these prices, start your own damn airline!
Air-Tech Ltd. 212/217-7000
info@aerotech.com

National Summer Storage Company seeks campus representatives and promoters for part-time work during March & April. Earn $1,000 - $2,000 per month working out of your dorm room! Male or Female. For more information call 1-800-562-8724

Customer Service Representatives Wanted
Growing service company in Watertown seeks hard-working, reliable students for Customer Service Representative positions. Jobs available for spring and summer. Responsibilities include fielding customer calls, data entry and filing. Excellent communication skills a must. Previous customer service experience is helpful. Potential for long-term career opportunities. Starting pay $5.50/hour. For more information call Susan at (617) 924-1300.

**Dataseat**

Dataseat, a division of Dan & Bradstreet Corporation, is a leading market research and consulting company that provides services to the high technology and financial communities. Dataseat WorldWide Services Group, Westboro, Massachusetts, is looking for a summer intern to assist in the preparation of industry reports and marketing programs. Please fax resume to Amy Osetek at (808)787-1662 or see your career services center for more information.

Summer child care position in my home in Framingham, 5 and infant, starting in June. You’ll need to be energetic, caring, responsible and have child care experience and references. Driver preferred. Approximately 30 hours/week, days and time flexible. 444-0383

**Room For Rent**

Available In Newman, June 1st or September 1st. Share bath with a mature Bob student. Utilities, laundry room, kitchen privileges, dart room and parking are included. Room is cable ready. Call Bob at 449-3933 if interested.

---

**MELROSE PLACE / 90210**

By Joseph Smith

It’s the clash of the Amandas! Yeah, Amanda is back in the company, only this time she’s working at an entry-level position. Alice looks on there because she thinks she’s still the boss. In a way, she is, Amanda doesn’t know all the ins and outs of the company through her spy, and that’s how she’s going to retain her position as president. Sara, going to make Alice look like more of an idiot than she already is. I hope she humbles her real soon. Alice is in the spotlight once again. This time it was Amanda being proposed to by Michael. She laughed right in his face! Of course, she didn’t take too kindly towards the rejection. He did, after all, try to kill Kimberly for her. More of Michael right after the big rejection, Michael was blackballed by Kimberly. She wanted more than just a date, a lot of insurance money. If Michael didn’t deliver the divorce, Kimberly was going to charge him with murder.

---

Wow! No marriage and no insurance money for Michael! Maybe not because Sydney, who always seems to get in the middle of things, messes up the blackmail and Michael got off. Now Kimberly is on Sydney’s case. What a surprise! Seems that the little critic has escaped once again and has made his way to Austin, Texas, where he’s been scaring the bejesus out of folks for the last couple of weeks. Pretty teenage, Tristan O’Bannon, tipped off authorities after bumping into the hideous creature twice in one week, thus causing a nationwide search. I personally don’t understand the nationwide search. He’s in Texas, right? So you bring every one there. What a bunch of bears. Maybe that’s why they can’t catch him.

Anyways, for those of you who aren’t familiar with the Bat Boy, he’s just that, half bat, half boy. He’s 2 ft. tall and on a good week, tips the scales between 65 and 70 lbs. (depends on how many mice and stuff he catches). He’s got big red eyes and sharp, pointed teeth. So far it sounds like I’m describing one of my wife’s relatives, but the major difference is that this thing is extremely dangerous. Alert your local authorities or better yet, the FBI. They’ve got some who’ve been tracking him down the last couple of years, so they’re more familiar with this kid and his monstrous pair.

He was captured back in ’92 and placed in a laboratory somewhere in West Virginia. He was escaped and was on the run for a good year before the FBI captured him in Mississippi. It was during his second stay in captivity that I thought he died but obviously he didn’t. So if you happen to come in contact with this Fnarmpul midget please don’t try to apprehend him yourself - he’s extremely dangerous! Alert your local authorities or better yet, the FBI. They’ve got some who’ve been tracking him down the last couple of years, so they’re more familiar with this kid and his monstrous pair.

---

By Joseph Smith

It’s the clash of the Amandas! Yeah, Amanda is back in the company, only this time she’s working at an entry-level position. Alice looks on there because she thinks she’s still the boss. In a way, she is, Amanda doesn’t know all the ins and outs of the company through her spy, and that’s how she’s going to retain her position as president. Sara, going to make Alice look like more of an idiot than she already is. I hope she humbles her real soon. Alice is in the spotlight once again. This time it was Amanda being proposed to by Michael. She laughed right in his face! Of course, she didn’t take too kindly towards the rejection. He did, after all, try to kill Kimberly for her. More of Michael right after the big rejection, Michael was blackballed by Kimberly. She wanted more than just a date, a lot of insurance money. If Michael didn’t deliver the divorce, Kimberly was going to charge him with murder.

---

This episode started out to get emotional on us. David’s mom turned out to be severely cracked in the head. He heard this from his own father. He said it was a loon ever since David was born. How did David take this news? He took it like a true movie star. He got that snuffie crap along with the red eyes. What a performance! Well, the mother was missing, so David and his dad had to find her. Before they did, Donna got pushed around by Ray because he was jealous of David’s mom. Donna went in David’s hotel room, but nothing happened. She stayed in the bathroom the whole time. In the end, David and his dad found the mother in a run down alley and gone! The tears went into overdrive and hugs were splattered. How change...How corny is more like it!
ACROSS THE CAMPUS

Van Winkle - A Treac-Anatellis, Faviola is a sweetheart! Did you wake up with a white wall in front of you? Esta loca, M-40 twice in a row? Come with me to Cat Club near time. I could've sworn the orange juice was spiked! Larie, Hadia, Khurrumr- the Cat Club Connection! Beachna- how's the search for the single? Don't you be leaving us girl! Larie, hibernating in the room? Where have you been girl? Ready to go back? How about Club USA, I mean Cat Club one more time? Is the bout over or is it round three? I don't mean with Andy, Evelyn- you have one unplayed message from- OINK!?! Don't you know you're gonna be the new R.A. next semester? You lucky girl, you. Serena gets locked out of her room for the millionth time...sorry Babo! Ezra- thanks for saving me that day ago. Rodrigo- $2.00-$4.00 Chico, what are we gonna do with, has a finest or have a fridge? Bill him the truth Larie. 

Serena-Teddy, talk about hyper color clothes I like blue the best. Don't move to C Tower, all the cool people are in Cultural House. Hey Egg Head, did we pass him? I pass him so I can drive back up. If the license is in my wallet let of this moment, may God bless you my child! Stop harassing Vicki with the E Mail messages...Who is working for...who now? Thos, late night dancing? No wonder you're the goat! Maybe your scared I'm a like Steffie Graf, ah! Enough with those funny smirks when Bill's around. Hey Tony- Mr. Malumani. Nice suit last weekend. Ibabi is going to be the next B\x92en Science Professor? Please! Hey Steve, are you pitching today? Yeah, against who? Are they good? What time does the game start? Yeah, it is home or away? Yeah, that's great Steve.

C-Dee, Nick- the Dem of Dodgeball? Seth- When's the new movie coming out? The Goofy movie! Goofball, How about the Master Beta's? Call your hor- mizmas around house. She might be as cute as a flower, but she doesn't need the power, Honk! Daddy, let's do another video, I'll send it to Lettermans and title it, "Late Night With the Goatlord" or is it the "Hanuky Man"? Lamas- Will Smith ain't as bad as you say. Let it flow baby! (He went to see Bad Boys on Friday night). Dana- Miami, Tusunarmurra is so nice. Central Park and Keenan, please, you guys know you'd catch fish if you weren't in this C.P., I'm being nice only cause I know how sensitive you are. So don't think I'm sweatin'; I don't know what you need, the smell of cookies in the oven or you guys practicing your dances in the lounge. Aja- Hey, what's up bad Babo"s head? Was Priscilla as good as you said she was?

Purney- Mohlit. You M-80 animal you! Mr. Lapukcan loves you! When are you and the Spanish lover getting married? Spanish granberries are tooooooooooooooo cute. You make a great couple! Ali-jo JoMo Madness, baby! Juice and Mohlit- A second phone line might help, boys! Bill- "Dancing Queen," please tell me that it's! Too much late night coffee is also bad for you, as bad as a cartoon of a gigs. A horror weekend it's gonna be, unless of course, you drink without us again. Greg- "Talk Dirty To Me," since you can't be creative with me over the E-Mail. You know I love your smile, Jorge has great taste. Elke- Strip your jeans in the drive! Alex- Have enough Munchkins at the Can Drived! Don't worry I got just as much as you did. Pepe, donde es! Tengo la photo con mi amigos. Remember, you should know the stars! Deed-Deed wouldn't you. Never, ever make a girl wait. That ain't the boobs. Don't cut your hair either, it's so sensual. Soon the dreads will be lookin' like Central Park's, Phil, clean that room of yours and don't forget to supply more gum for your guests. Thank you for behaving at the Cat Club. I was glad to leave in one piece. Laurence, Sharon and Judy in Sub- stance Free next semester? Are they high or something? Morgan is on campus. Morgan should've been at the Roxy with me, are you ready for Vivian? Ya know, she'll be in the same car with us on the way back form New York. But don't worry, you're a "tough guy!"

Park Manor North- Vicki, shall we call Stoli "Mr. Pink" or "Mr. Purple?" I know how about, "Mr. Blue?" How it hurts to be a man! You goes to take him to see "Pulp Fiction." Erica, there's only one more issue left, so I goon give me the juice. Thank God Founder's Day is over... Poor Dave!

Park Manor Central- Jay- You may rock me in squish but roblingf is my blis- siness. All that way just for a Frappuccino? Now I want a pret- zel from the corner of Madison Ave. and 59th Street. Wanna blade to New York before we get to it? We can always use our white stuff if we get tired. You owe me, I found your "Prince" Sherlock Holmes, why don't you live in Van Winkle? You love it so much, right?

Park Manor South- Francis, missed the Cat Club, girl! Another night without I.D. Mal, buy a calculator. You can't keep this up.

House- Keely, Moose, get rid of that cold! Are you really gonna work for the Free Press next year? Why don't you "Across the Campus"? Don't break your promise...we want the scoop on Deep! [C-Dee (True)-Gancho]-? Alex crowned VW with a new name, Harry, are you immune to tickets? Missing pictures, I want you back. Publishers- Flying back to New York. Mojo Man? What's up with that, you must know mad people from the Big Apple besides Miss Queenie (girl) Greeney- easy on the Chinese food: $49 is a lot of money, Roger, when you and Egg Head gonna lay eggs together? That was a sick picture. I you'd go and send me another one, make sure it's Brad Pitt. 

Forest- Congrats to Sig Eli! Better make room for that trophy, boys. Steve, there's no place like home. Oh, it's so HOOOOOOGGGTTTTTTTTT!!! Pete, Dealer heard the flavor of Vermont's Ben & Jerry's "Taipalris- Bring your black olives and feta cheese to Van Winkle! Don't forget the frappe! Pete- Selling the house, stereo and the kitchen sink...saving up to transfer to Wellesley? Rajin (Serena)- Bonk Roy Banity! Tommy, how was the Can Drive? You lucky man, you. What's with the suit last Sunday? We all know it was for the girls. Now if they come, you know why. You're a HORSEY. Alby- "Only You" eat Coffee Coffee Crunch. I bet Damon Bradley would eat cold fat frozen yogurt and drink no fat milk. Call me lactose intolerant, but you're the cookie monster. 

Ropes Course...now more fear of heights! Are you ready to sleep on the top of the bunk? Guys, start practicing basket- ball, I'm tired of beating you. Ed, how was the Cat Club? Didn't see you until the lights came on. Ryan, believe it or not, the movie was better than the popcorn. Now that's a good movie! Jordan, is the war over yet? FME and our fresh- man year is about to end, what about the finale with Campus Cookie? War- ren, switch to marketing they give you the cool refreshing ring, kinda like Crest. Eddie, how was Wellesley? Find a girl there and you won't need a nup. Oscar, who gets the $100? Joe, the boys on the first floor need some wood for their loft. Make sure it's balsa wood: Tim, Liz is definitely our supervisor...do you hear that, make-up girl? Erin, nice moves you got there. You do blade better than you about baskets. Ashish, what's up with the melted ice-cream? Didn't know the Annex was so far from Forest.

Pietes- What a weekend, Dinner Buffet at the hungry man and cold buds. For the love of Pete. Who is your favorite little Rascal, Alfalfa or SPANKY?! Waffle ball, Dunc is the K king with Beentynia not far behind. Graduation is com- ing soon, I hope I pass. There are no jobs left. Is anyone interested in hiring a lazy, drunken slob, if so send inquires to Box #1864. Auction kicked ass, good job Jones, Healy and all others who donated, bought, and helped out. Frazer and Martha get the Dream Date. The O'B library went for $500 books. Congrats to Vic and Rent on the jobs, good luck guys. Jack tears up the Kappa Sigma with his mastery of the tunes, requests anyone? Portland glasses pay a visit to 24.

Coleman North- Meri- Changing Chinatown with the Goatlord? Germaine, think I'm taking this project thing a little too seriously? So be it!! Who have you been hangin' out with? No more juice on BASA? I'm sure they're not mad. Mined ya at the Cat Club, the Imperial, etc. Don't worry, everything's gonna be alright, Judy, or is it Come? Savor the flavor of that precious gum. He was a cutie but there's three of you and only one of him.

C o l e m a n S o u t h- Cookie, are you working at the Meningus Resource Center this week? If so, let me know and instead of my calculator I'll bring my dancing shoes. It's gonna be dead on campus this weekend, are you sure you don't want to go back to New York? I promise not to get us lost again. Stoli, no more Poo- Poo Ploaters? It's all meat and that still plain nasty. Gert's up on the chop- sticks, eh Forals are for the ABC. Why do you like the shades up in the morning?

Off-Campus- Dec-Dee, I may leverage Europa, but I admit that bouncer was fly. How in baby-walking on Comm. Ave. last weekend? Mon- tik, tak...shouldn't be lyin'! Just tell him the truth next time, that you were asked to be in the club's fashion show or something and they paid you to perform. Did you girls save the gum? Bet you guys were bursting with fruit flavor. Rose- No spring break pictures? Well, I digg up some old ones of Beverly Hills and Melrose Place. Fernando- Don't your mouth ever get tired from smiling so much?

To all of those dorms that feel left out...

If you haven't seen the fil- ters yet and you want to be a part of the dish, just submit your entries to Box no. 1148 or in the Features Section down at the Free Press. The Babson Free Press is offering to pay anyone who will write for the entire X-Campus. Call 5226 or 5229 for more de- tails.
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**Artist Profile: Thoai Dang**

By Cris Concepcion & E. Editor

The Babson Dance Ensemble is usually guaranteed to put on a show that's an interesting mix of elegant duets, romantic jazz ensembles and fast-paced hip-hop. While the slower, romantic numbers might have grace and style, the student audience undoubtedly cooks a watch the high energy choreography of the Dance Ensemble's featured hip hop acts. For the past three years, one of the masterminds behind these impressive numbers has been Thoai Dang.

A native of Worcester, Thoai joined the Dance Ensemble after catching their spring show as a freshman. From the onset, he characterized himself as quiet and reserved, and he admits to being more than a little nervous during his tryouts. He had never danced a step in his life when he tried out for the Ensemble, yet somehow, he was accepted.

He says that being a member of the Ensemble is one of the best things about his experience at Babson. Having to dance on stage before an entire audience forced him to shed his natural shyness and the warm spirits of his fellow dancers boosted his sense of confidence.

Thoai only had good things to say about the Dance Ensemble. He praised the high levels of talent and morale in the organization, and he can only see good things for the club in the future. Certainly enough, he also commented on the fact that the Dance Ensemble now has a 50-50 male to female ratio. It's a marked change from his sophomore year, when the Ensemble only had 5 men in its roster, and it's been less intimidating to be in an organization that wasn't dominated by gender.

When asked for a preview of this spring's event, Thoai mentioned that you will see a lot more variety than previous shows. He said that the Ensemble has admitted a lot of new members who've brought their own variety of styles to add to the club's repertoire and that it should be better than anything the show has done in the past. He credits the show's past successes with increasing the level of talent in the Ensemble by attracting students from various segments of the school, and he only sees good things within the club's future.

**The Good, The Bad and Just Plain Ugly**

By Josh Kimmelman
Staff Writer

Oh, the things I have to shout about! "Glam Rock," "- the big hair, the stupid costumes, the corny ballads, flashy stage effects, ludicrous high-budget MTV video! Mariah, hairy-chest, tough-guy lyrics, "we love women"-streachcng, hyped-up, weight-grabbing, money-sucking idols! Their drummers want to play like punks, but the drummers' background won't let 'em! I hate 'em all!!!

Oh, oh, I'm wearing my old Sam Styer t-shirt under my NOFX sweatshirt. Don't feel like the hypotenuse.

There's nothing that can be said about a band like The Joykillers that you haven't heard before. They're the quintessential punk rockers, the most recent incarnation of the sub-genre percussion, enthusiastic singing, and a sound that'll blast the roof of the Skydome. Hey, the band is trying to rip-off old-school thrash! Wait a sec, the singer sounds like the guy from TSOL... no, it's the guy from TSOL!! Yep, Jack Grisham, the lead singer from the legendary So. Cal punk group TSOL is back with his new lineup. The new sound consists of Grisham on vocals, Chris Logger on drums, Billy Parsons on bass, Ronnie King on piano (yes, piano) and backup, and Mark Phillips on guitar. Is it a punk revitalization or a dip into the musical piggybank?

In the early '80s, the charismatic singer of True Sounds of Liberty redefined "punk rock froman" and revolutionized the musical genre known as So. Cal. hardcourage. The band began with anarchistic politics with their self-titled EP in 1981. In the same year, the band put out the pre-goth death rockers From Me With Love. Through the end of their constantly evolving exploits of recorded hyperactivity, had worked in a psychedelic on Beneath The Shadows in 1983.

Well, now we have The Joykillers, a blend of flaky guitars, power vocals, and some furball effects thrown in. Upon first listen of this album, I almost screamed. It made me think that this is the second time I've seen the real punk rock band, and I wanted to spit in the face of all those hairspores I used to idolize.

When I looked at the accompanying picture and bio, I was stunned. This self-possessed legend is now making records closer to Spinal Tap than Bad Religion. The weird part is, it's not all that bad. It's just not what I would expect from the pioneer of So. Cal. hardcourage. Songs range from the anti-government rap on "We Got A God," to the suicidal ballad of "Suicident," to the David Lee Roth horniness of "Cro Bang," where Grisham croons "Being human's such a mess! Let's get undressed! All I want to do is go bang." The Offspring or Sheryl Crow? The punkish sounding part on the record is the bass into "Monday," but only before it is muffled by the retro-chest-pounding intensity of choose-rock pioneers like Europe.

Is it punk or is it poppy? Well, I can't see the die-hard punk fans getting into a stir over "I Wanna Drink Over You." But I can imagine the video for rock creation. From Me With Love. The System featuring the members playing through a wall of amps on top of a mountain. Not to say this band sucks, it probably will sound great in concerts. But to Grisham says: "It's Rado producing a moutain."

The Joykiller. Personally, I can't see myself moshing to, but you won't catch me wearing at my shows either.

---

**THE HIT LIST**

**Open Mike Night**
J's Moonlight Cafe, Washington St.
Newton, MA
Every Saturday

Take a low-key start to the evening and grab some java over J's. Every Saturday is an open mike night, featuring some of the most interesting unpolished gems in the local area.

**The Bikke: The Complete Word of God**
C. Walsh Theatre, Suffolk University
Downtown, Boston
April 14 - May 7

Whether you're religious or atheist, you'll love this hilarious treatment of religion as: The Reduced Shakespeare Company goes from Creation to Armageddon in the space two hours. Call the Suffolk University at 573-8680 or the American Repertory Theatre at 547-8300 for more information.
Surreal Dreams and Dark Comics

By Kris Conception
A & E Editor

Remember comic books? Those monthly stories of schizophrenic superheroes who band together to defeat evil and wear stilted, green costumes used to be considered the premiere example of trashy, disposable, pre-teen entertainment. Adaptations like X-Men: The Animated Series and The Mask have gone a long way in putting comics back in the mainstream, but, thanks to Batman and The Crow, comics are turning into "serious" entertainment. Yet, while the dark worlds of Bruce Wayne and The Crow's Eric Draven might have their strengths, they don't match up against the twisted genius lying within the world of Morphooses, King of Dreams.

The title character of The Sandman, an ongoing series scripted by British author Neil Gaiman, Morphooses is the immortal creator of dreams. Don't think that he's a god because he's far from perfect. He has his limitations and these limits make him more human than divine. He's moody, mysterious, morbid, and, of course, he wears black. He's also part of a family called the Endless. A collection of demigod siblings like Death, Delirium and Desire, the Endless makes the Addams Family seem stable, providing most of the fuel for Gaiman's plots.

It's Gaiman's tightly woven narratives that has earned The Sandman the bulk of its fame. Where other comic titles try to cover up simplistic action formulas with a heavy layer of glossy artwork, The Sandman features stories that can stand by themselves with little or no flash. Featuring an odd combination of ancient mythology and modern cynicism, Gaiman frequently has fun in the macabre surroundings of his characters. For example, he took the character of Death, traditionally seen as some faceless, scythe-carrying specter, and turned it into a cute, punk rocker chick whom anyone would die for. From the convention of serial killers in The Doll's House to the surreal reality of dreams, The Sandman has become one of the most critically acclaimed titles in the industry. And though Gaiman's Sandman features oftentimes twist on the supernatural that are laden with dark humor and dry wit. Of course, the stories aren't for everyone. The Sandman has been labeled as "For Mature Readers Only" and, for once, a title deserves such a label for things other than gratuitous sex and violence. While the tales have their moments of morbid comedy, the themes they deal with can be disturbing. Consider The Sandman to be intelligent horror along the lines of Silence of the Lambs or anything by Clive Barker. If that sounds intriguing, then by all means, pick up this title. If you're still stuck in thinking of comics as weekly serials with an ad for sea monkeys on the back, then you're hopelessly lost. Regardless, at least when comic books seem to be getting greater and greater recognition within the mainstream, Neil Gaiman's Sandman chronicles remain as one of the most under rated titles out there.

Opening Night

Stuart Saves the Family

Joining Chris Farley and David Spade in the rush to prove that SNL cast members can really be funny, A Frat House Man, in its own fashion about wizened thinker, Stuart Smalley. Makes you wonder what's happened to The Kids in The Hall.

Fairmell

It didn't win the Academy Award for Best Foreign Film but it's still Fairmell. This Italian film is about a famous opera castrooper opened for a limited time at the Nicholscohe.

The Gig Guide

The Samples

April 15

If you missed them when they came to Babson, or if you just can't get enough of The Samples, then see them when they come to the Orpheum Theatre for an all ages show. Tickets sell for $18.50.

Siouxsie and The Banshees

April 27

Once the biggest name of the female goth rock movement, Siouxsie and The Banshees have gone a little soft since they've headed into the mainstream, but it's not hard to catch them live in your lifetime. They're headlining the Orpheum for a $19.50 show with Spiritualized opening.

They Might Be Giants

April 27

Known for the quirky tunes like "Phasle Man" and a cover of "Istanbul, Not Constantinople," They Might Be Giants have been going for a long haul recently, but they're still a good live act. They're coming up to Avalon for an 184 show, Cover at 516.
A Trip to Sports Heaven

By John Opgerek
Contributing Writer

Well, all of you sport fans eagerly awaiting another one of my unique sporting articles, are bound for a one way trip to sports heaven. This exposition will take you from the insurance capital of America to the backwoods of the "good ol' south" and finally ending with a crash landing of a living legend (figuratively speaking that is). Thus, in our case, those people who call playing the ukulele or studying the configurations of a leaf festive, should depart to the immediate doors to your left.

First, two weekends ago, Hartford, Connecticut hosted Wreslemania XI. It started with the Undertaker putting King Kong Bundy into a state of narcosis. This phenomenon transpired not due to the fact that the Undertaker has put the evil eye onto Bundy, but because the context was so horrific that Bundy wanted to finish his dinner before it got cold. Eventually "Rowdy Roddy" Piper came in as special referee and put some life into this sputtering evening.

Next stop, Augusta, Georgia. While all you folks were probably basking in the sun on Sunday afternoon, the most admired and respected event on the PGA circuit, the Masters, was taking place. The tournament started off with the "Golden Bear" ending the first day only one shot behind the leaders. He held his own quite nicely during the tournament only having over par day on Friday, which eliminated him from any consideration for being this year's champion. This year's winner could not have been a better gentleman than Ben Crenshaw, who won his second career green jacket.

This episode proves to us that nice guys don't always finish last. He gracefully accepted the covered trophy and jacket with only the honor and grace, as a true champion would. He exemplifies the ideal personalization of what a sport athlete should be. It is these type of people that allow sports fans to truly enjoy and cherish the camaraderie between the greats of the game. Truly, Ben Crenshaw can be called "the master of the game."

Finally, the occurrence on Saturday night put an end to a great living legend, who realistically will never step into the ring again. When the announcer broke out with the famous expression, "Let's get ready to rumble!" Larry Holmes must have misunderstood the meaning. He walked into the ring with enthusiasm and spirit, left vowing his career with a loss. Nevertheless, Larry Holmes will always be remembered for the 71/2 years of dominance that he commanded on the World Boxing Circuit. However, Father Time caught up to him, and finally got the better of him. Larry Holmes will be noted in the record books as one of the boxers who beat the great Muhammad Ali. While fighers are temporary, memories are eternal, and that is one that Larry won't ever forget. See Ya.

John's Place
Hair Care
PRECISION DESIGN CUTS FOR MEN AND WOMEN

TEL. (617) 235-1444
By Appointment Only

$10.00 OFF NEW CLIENT VISIT W/ AD!

(MEN'S REG. - $20, WOMEN'S REG. - $25)

447 WORCESTER STREET, WELLESLEY HILLS SQUARE
OPPOSITE THE CLOCK TOWER
3 On 3 Makes a Wish

By Tom Arruda
Staff Writer

This past Saturday the Babson FME group Collegiate Expositions (the same group that brought you Mall Madness) ran a basketball tournament to raise money for the Make-A-Wish Foundation. The committee members of Collegiate Exposition, Aimi Miyashiro, Alex Paz, Heather Pellegrini, Justin Moulten, Whitney Tape, and Ken Yoshida, along with the other members of the FME group ran and supervised the tournament. Currently over $700 dollars has been donated to the cause with more contributions to be made as the final expenses are taken care of. Very Fine sponsored the tourney.

The tournament had a total of 28 teams participating. There was also a three-point contest which won by James Brown. The final of the three-on-three came down to Goodfellas vs. "Mullers." The Goodfellas consisted of Stratos Costulas, Hassam Robinson, and Desmonti Stefancigs. The Mullers had never before seen star James Wheeler, Matthew Healy, and Jack Closner. Hassam Robinson, a Director of Webster Center with his sweet shooting and blow by Matt Healy had time and time again, Jack Closner and James Wheeler battled hard against the Goodfellas but the "Mullers" fell short.

The fact that the current members of the Babson Men's Basketball team were not allowed to participate provided some controversy at this tournament. Hassan Robinson was just too strong for the rest of the field and many complained about the advantage gained by the Goodfellas.

One of the drawbacks of the tournament was the lack of organization that took place. When you are playing for money, you would expect to have impartial, experienced referees. It was not the case as the refs were late to the tournament. Many of the rules were not clear. For example, many games were not played with the one and one foul shooting rule and others were played with just one shot. For the most part it was a good job done by the FME group, with just a few glitches along the way.

Penalty Box

By Chris Keenan
Staff Writer

Here we go again. The Bruins are making a run for the playoffs, and the NLL season is winding down in an incredible battle for playoff spots. Wann's it always a given the Bruins would make the playoffs? Why is there so much talk of them fighting for the right to represent Boston in the second season? Have they been playing that poorly? Well, obviously Harry Sinden thought that we needed some help in net to get the mighty Bruins into the playoffs, but couldn't he have found us a better net minder than Craig Billington, the man who had a 0-6-2 record with Ottawa? I understand that this was just Harry Sinden's plan to let Boston know that he is alive in the front office of the Boston Garden. Please, Harry, if you are going to make a trade to make it look like you are serious about the Bruins winning it all, could you please get us a goal tender that has won a game this year? The Senators liked this goaltender so much that they gave him to the Bruins. That's right, ladies and gentlemen, they GAVE him to the Bruins! All that Ottawa wanted was "future consideration." Looosely translated, they want Al Iafraile while he is out with knee surgery.

Luckily for Boston, there is a team out there doing much worse than the faithful B's. They happen to be the Stanley Cup champion New York Rangers. People keep asking, "What happened to the Rangers this year?" It is a very simple question to answer, the coach. Mike Keenan was able to take this group of outstanding hockey players and turn them into something that resembles a team. Keenan was able to take Richter, Messori, and Benkoof and make them play together and not to worry about what the stats for them said the next day. Keenan was not afraid to take a player that had an ego problem and sit him down on the bench. Since Keenan's abrupt departure, the players have taken over and are now running the team. This is a very dangerous thing to have the players take over, because stars become the main focus, not the goal of winning. Last year, if you asked anyone in the country "Who is the coach of the Rangers?" I think that 99% of the people would have said "Keenan." Now I don't think that 1% of the New Yorkers could answer that question. There is one other reason for their downfall: they were satisfied with winning the Stanley Cup and have had one of the biggest letdowns in the history of professional sports.

Men's Lacrosse at 5-3

By David Onorato
Staff Writer

After two months and eight games the Babson Men's Lacrosse team stands at 5-3. The wins have been impressive (i.e.Clark 26-21) but the losses have been nearly devastating to the Beavers. The three defeats have come against tough competition in Bowdoin, Tufts, and Wesleyan. Games against solid teams such as these are important for the lacrosse team to win in their quest to reach post-season play.

This team has overachieved due to the lack of experience on the team. The Beavers have only two seniors on this squad, Captains Josh Shaffer and David Watts, and the number of first-year players climbing to seven this year. Coach Bill Cole, in his first year at the helm, has to be impressed with the team record at the halfway point.

One of the reasons for Babson's 625 winning percentage has been the play of Sophomore Bruce Meyer. Meyer has stepped up as the team leader and has impressed many with his skills. He and Matt Simon lead the team in scoring and have impressed opponents with their goal scoring ability.

Babo charges to the goal.

Babo charges to the goal.

is an all-around player, succeeding on both the offensive and defensive ends of the field. Attackman Josh Shaffer has also been a key player on the offensive end.

Babo's biggest win this year came against Monclair State from New Jersey, the defending ECAC champions of the Metro region. The Beavers handled Monclair with ease during Spring Break, winning 12-7. The toughest loss of the season came against rival Tufts from Medford, Massachusetts. Tufts had the Jumbos against the ropes as they were winning 6-4 at the break. Tufts battled back and stole an important win away from Babson.

With six games left, the chances of making post-season play appear bleak. An upcoming game against Connecticut College will prove the fate of this team. This team has proven that it can control any game with its offensive prowess. If the Beavers want to continue playing after their fourteenth game, they must start winning the "big" games.

Sports

Trivia Question of the Week

Congratulations to last week's winners, Marc Collica, Derek "DMC" Finkelstein, and Tyson Pathak, who correctly answered last week's Domino's Trivia Question. By the way Derek, answers given while under the influence will not be counted this week.

This week's question: With opening Day soon approaching, who holds the record for the most runs batted in (RBIs) in the month of April? (Hint: Damon Berryhill, Ed Jurak, and Mario Mendoza never held this record.)

The first three people to call Jeff at x723 after 7:00 PM on Thursday with the correct answer will win a medium pizza with one topping and a Coke, compliments of Domino's Pizza. In addition to your answer, please be sure to leave your name, telephone number, and mailbox number. Good luck!!
By Chris Concepcion
A & E Editor

After several false starts and cancelled games, the Babson Rugby Club finally made its spring debut with a game against Dartmouth College last Saturday. Arriving at a field that had been fertilized by noodle droppings and being greeted by Dartmouth’s inexperienced third-string freshman team, Babson got the impression that their rep as underfunded Division II contenders wasn’t being taken seriously. Never a team to take an insult lying down, the Demolition Men gave Dartmouth a 90 minute game that served as a brutally one-sided introduction to the sport of rugby.

The opening thirty minutes of the game proved to be a flashy one-sided affair, as Babson firmly entrenched itself in Dartmouth’s half, yet took over fifteen minutes to put points on the board. A lack of full practices and discipline definitely showed itself through a plague of mistakes and “Hero Syndromes” as players logged the ball, looking for individual glory rather than team support. Finally, following an excellent run by Sean “Smiley” Donohue, the ball was set up on Dartmouth’s five yard line. Recieving a short lineout pitch from hooker Diego Rodrigues, Oscar Diaz easily went in for the game’s first try. Foulng off the excellent looping support play of centers Jonathan David and Jason Smith, Smiley was also able to score, ending the first half at 10-0.

The second half quickly became a farce as the scoring onslaught began. Less than a minute after kickoff, center Jason Smith rampaged through five opposing Dartmouth players as the sidelines chanted, “The Moose Is Loose!”

Jason was stopped short of scoring, but a following penalty against Dartmouth easily set up a run by Nelson Santiago to raise the score to 15-0. Following a passing frenzy between “Gator,” Donohue and...”

“JASON SMITH RAMPAGED THROUGH FIVE OPPosing Dartmouth players as the sidelines chanted, ‘THE MOOSE IS LOOSE!’”

Blanker Glenn Gatchiffe, Babson moved within scoring territory again, and Oliver Kledhammer waltzed in easily to give Babson another try. Previously plagued by near misses, an attempt of converting from the sidelines, Glenn was able to kick on another two points to the score with a successful conversion.

With the score 22-0, the Demolition Men let loose all restraint and went Rampant Spinner on the Big Green. Excellent plays came from freshmen Cameron Daybrugh, who stole a long pass on a lineout, and Sean Spaulding, who picked off an outside center pass and ran it in for another try. Following another successful conversion, the scoreboard read 29-0, with 19 points scored in ten minutes. Trying to turn the game around, Dartmouth attacked with a new-found fervor, wreaking havoc among our backs, but it wasn’t enough as Daybrugh killed Dartmouth’s offensive by scoring an amazing soccer run, dribbling the ball down Dartmouth’s field to make the game 34-0. The final tries of the half came an it man pick by Neil Leyland caught the green Dartmouth players off guard, allowing “Mr. Fingers” to bulldoze past Dartmouth’s hapless backs for his first try of the game. Finally, with three minutes left, Glenn Gatchiffe picked up a loose ball and went on a thirty yard sprint that produced a try that was easily converted by Cameron to end the half with a score of 46-0.

Despite the painful drubbing they were receiving, Dartmouth continued into a third half, allowing debuts for Babson’s own rookies, Kevin Imn and Bohdan Prymack. Both Kevin and Bohdan performed admirably in their first games, with Besu acting as the new side kicker and Kevin providing another offensive punch with his brutal ball rushing. While the scoring did not match the second half’s impressive 36 point total, tries were turned in by Neil Leyland, Sean Donohue and Sean Spaulding, which, in addition to a field goal by Dartmouth late into the game, sealed the score a 61-3.

Sarian Files

By Scott Sarian
Managing Editor

So, what are all your crazy kids doing for the long weekend? Some of you may be going home, many are probably getting drunk—whatever, I really don’t care. But if you are somewhere between Hopkinskin and Boston this coming Monday, do yourself a favor and watch the Brown-Marathon go by. It is incredibly to see so many people pushing themselves to their physical limits, then reaching beyond that. And if you happen to see a familiar-looking kid decked out in Babson apparel and funky Oakley shades who appears to be writhing in pain, that would be me. I, Scott Sarian, who has never run a day in my life and began training two weeks ago, will be running the 9th Boston Marathon. I need the support of everyone of you, so get out there and cheer me on, and see if I can break 5 hours before breaking my knee. With some luck, I won’t collapse on you. Now that I have given myself a cheap shameless plug, on to the article...

It’s nice to see Dan Duquette finding some players to change their work address to Yawkey Way, such as Mark Whiten and Mike Macfarlane. To compete in the even-tough Alex East, however, Duquette needs to find a few people who can throw a ball 60 feet 6 inches, and not just hit it 450 feet. David Cone and Blackjack McDowell have gone at bargain basement prices to divisional rivals, and all the Sox have gained has been Rafael Conriei, a prospect at best. Frankie Rodriguez should step up to be a starter, then after that, who knows. See, we never had these problems with replacement ball.

Since I started writing this article, the Red Sox have since picked up a third starter, Erik Hanson. Hanson’s first two seasons in the majors were most impressive, as he won 18 games his sophomore season. Don’t get too excited, however. Hanson’s last winning season was with Seattle in 1996.

Random samplings of percentage runs of a few free agents, with the cuts in ‘93 salaries compared to their 1994 incomes: Bobby Winn, 45%; Erik Hanson, 58%; Danny Darwin, 88%; Andre Dawson, 88% (almost a $4 million pay cut). Care to wa- ger which side won the strike? If a Boston team is going to paste Seattle’s Randy Johnson, maybe it should be the Celtics. Think about it: he’s 6’10”, strikes few in opponents, has about three teeth, and looks like he could have a damn good hook shot.

Jose Montana has decided to hang up his golden spikes and end his NFL career, as a press conference next week will reveal. Ten years from now, do you think anyone one will remember played for the Chiefs? Proof of this with what team did Joe Namath end his career? The LA Rams. That will be for this week, and to an end the second-to-last Sarian File ever. Nexttime you hear from me, I will probably be on life support after Monday’s marathon. Watch this space next week for marathon results. Until then, remember, you can buy the first thing that catches your eye, like this cashier’s mitt, or costs less, like this balloon, or costs more, like this swell dolly. You’re the boss, it’s your money, so think before you spend. It was your pleasure.

ZAHLE
Restaurant & Cafe
Full Bar Service

MIDDLE EASTERN AND AMERICAN CUISINE
Hummus, Falafel, Taboull, Steak, Shrimp, Burger, Buffalo Wings, French Fries and More

Entertainment Every Thursday Night
Live Music & Belly Dancing

STARTING AT 8:00 PM

For Reservation and Take-out
Tel (617) 455-8668

Babson College 15% Discount with Student I.D.

1027 Great Plain Avenue, Rear • Needham
Next to Needham Center Train Station
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